Fixed-time control and vehicle-actuated control are two distinct types of traffic signal control. The latter control method involves switching traffic signals based on detected traffic flows and thus offers more flexibility (appropriate for lighter traffic conditions) than the former, which relies solely on cyclic, predetermined signal phases that are better suited for heavier traffic conditions. The notion of self-organisation has relatively recently been proposed as an alternative approach towards improving traffic signal control, particularly under light traffic conditions, due to its flexible nature and its potential to result in emergent behaviour. The effectiveness of five existing self-organising traffic signal control strategies from the literature and a fixed-control strategy are compared in this paper within a newly designed agent-based, microscopic traffic simulation model. Various shortcomings of three of these algorithms are identified and algorithmic improvements are suggested to remedy these deficiencies. The relative performance improvements resulting from these algorithmic modifications are then quantified by their implementation in the aforementioned traffic simulation model. Finally, a new self-organising algorithm is proposed that is particularly effective under lighter traffic conditions.
Introduction
As a result of the economic, environmental and social consequences of traffic congestion, improved optimisation of traffic signal timings has been suggested as an appropriate approach towards alleviating this problem [3, 4, 11] . Fixed-time control and vehicle-actuated control are two main classes of traffic signal control strategies [10] , with the latter involving a more flexible control approach in which traffic signals switch due to the detected presence of vehicles, which is particularly suitable for use under light traffic conditions. A fixed-time control strategy, on the other hand, makes use of predetermined fixed signal cycle times and is better suited for heavy traffic conditions [12] .
Self-organisation has been proposed as a promising alternative approach toward traffic signal control, and occurs when a system achieves an increase in order, or structure, without any form of external control [2, 6, 15, 16] . Emergence occurs once a system exhibits a novel behavioural outcome on a macro-level that stems directly from microlevel interactions, although this novel behaviour is not reducible to individual elements at the micro-level [2, 5, 13, 16] . Self-organisation has the potential to lead to an emergence of coordination between intersections in a traffic network.
In this paper, five existing self-organising traffic signal control algorithms and a fixedtime control strategy are described and compared statistically with respect to a number of performance measure indicators (PMIs) within a newly designed microscopic traffic simulation model in which left-hand side driving is assumed. These algorithms include an algorithm by Gershenson and Rosenblueth [4] , an algorithm by Lämmer and Helbing [11] , three algorithms by Einhorn [3] and finally a standard fixed-time control strategy. The purpose of this comparison is to determine which traffic signal control algorithms are superior under different traffic flow densities. It is shown that a selection of the selforganising algorithms perform better under light traffic conditions, while fixed-time control achieves better results under heavy traffic conditions, as anticipated. A similar experiment was carried out in a PhD dissertation by Einhorn [3] . The aim of this paper is three-fold: First, to test the reproducibility of the results obtained by Einhorn, secondly to suggest improvements to a subset of the aforementioned algorithms and to quantify statistically the degree of improvement thus achieved, and finally to propose and test the efficiency of a new self-organising algorithm that operates by clustering vehicles into platoons and switches signals so as not to separate the vehicles of a platoon.
The paper is organised as follows. In §2, the logic of the five existing self-organising algorithms and that of the fixed-time control algorithm are described. The test bed simulation model is then described in §3. This description includes specifications of entities in the modelling framework, the output generated by the model, the statistical analyses performed in respect of the model output data, and the model validation process followed. Simulation results obtained for the six algorithms are presented in §4 under both light and heavy traffic conditions. This is followed by a number of suggested improvements for three of the five self-organising algorithms in §5. Simulation results obtained for the improved algorithms are next compared to those of their original counterparts in §6, again under both light and heavy traffic conditions. A novel self-organising algorithm is finally proposed in §7, after which all seven algorithms (including the new algorithm and improved algorithmic versions) are compared in §8. The paper closes in §9 with a summary of the findings and suggestions for future work in §10.
Algorithmic implementations
The logic of each of the five existing aforementioned self-organising traffic signal control algorithms and that of the fixed-time control strategy are described in this section, addressing the authors' interpretation of certain unclear aspects of some of the algorithms. These algorithms include a fixed-time algorithm (referred to here as Fixed ) [21] , a rulebased algorithm proposed by Gershenson and Rosenblueth [4] (referred to here as Gersh), an algorithm by Lämmer and Helbing [11] (referred to here as LH ) that was inspired by the natural occurrence of self-organisation found in oscillations of pedestrian flows through narrow bottlenecks, as well as three algorithms proposed by Einhorn [3] . The first of the latter three algorithms is a predictive algorithm inspired by the virtual costs associated with inventory control (referred to as the I-TSCA), while the second algorithm was inspired by the pull and push forces present in the chemical process of osmosis (referred to as the O-TSCA). The final algorithm is a hybrid of the first two algorithms proposed by Einhorn [3] (referred to here as Hybrid ).
The signal cycle in each of these algorithms (with the exception of Fixed) consists of a total of 12 phases, including four green phases, each followed by an amber and all-red phase. The ordering of these phases in the context of a gridded urban street network a gridded road network is as follows: The first green phase awards green time to all vehicles travelling in the vertical direction (south to north and north to south), while the vertical right-turning vehicles may only turn on a permitted basis. This phase is followed by an amber phase (which is 3 seconds in length) and an all-red phase (which is 2 seconds in length), and these are collectively referred to as the setup time. The fourth phase is a protected right-turning phase for vehicles travelling in the vertical direction and is skipped if there are fewer than four vertical right-turning vehicles. Once again, this phase is followed by an amber and all-red phase. The final six phases are defined similarly for vehicles travelling in the horizontal direction (east to west and west to east).
A fixed-time control strategy
If a number of intersections are located relatively near to one another, it is desirable to coordinate them in such a manner that vehicles receive green signals just as they reach consecutive intersections when travelling through a transportation network at some desired speed. This is done through the determination of a suitable cycle length, an offset time and green times for various vehicle movements through the intersections.
In this paper, signalling at all intersections according to Fixed consists of a cycle of length C, measured in seconds. The value of C is calculated by utilising a formula developed by Webster [21] with the aim of minimising vehicle delays in the context of random vehicle arrivals. This formula is given by
where L is the lost time per cycle (the sum of the setup times in one cycle) and Y is the sum total of the critical lane volumes divided by the saturation flow for each phase. Exclusive right-turning phases are not incorporated as the Highway Capacity Manual [7] states that this is only recommended if the turn volume is over 100 vehicles per hour. The cycle therefore comprises two green phases and two setup times, resulting in a lost time per cycle of L = 10 seconds, while the saturation flow is taken as 1 800 vehicles per hour. Light traffic conditions result in a flow of 600 vehicles per hour, and thus the cycle length for light traffic conditions is L = 30 seconds. After subtracting the setup time from this value, the green times for each of the green phases are calculated to be 10 seconds each (an equal demand is assumed in both directions). The traffic flow under heavy traffic conditions is 1 200 vehicles per hour, resulting in a cycle length of L = 60 seconds. Once the setup time is subtracted, the two green phases each last 25 seconds in this case.
The distance between neighbouring intersections in the underlying gridded road network is assumed to be 385 metres, while the average speed of vehicles is 16.67m/s. The offset is calculated by obtaining the time in seconds required by a vehicle to travel from one intersection to the next. This is calculated by dividing the distance of 385 metres by the speed of 16.67m/s to obtain a time of 23 seconds. An additional two seconds are added to account for reaching the desired speed if there is a vehicle queue or a slower vehicle travelling slower than 60km/h, resulting in an offset time of 25 seconds. The intersections are coordinated in such a way that a wave of uninterrupted traffic flows in the west to east direction and another in the north to south direction.
Since turning is not allowed in [4] , the right-turning lane is ignored when determining whether there are approaching vehicles within within close proximity of the intersection.
The algorithm of Lämmer and Helbing
The self-organising traffic control algorithm proposed by Lämmer and Helbing [11] makes use of a stabilisation strategy and an optimisation strategy. While each of these strategies performs poorly under high traffic flow densities in isolation, they achieve a far better performance when they are combined appropriately.
Lämmer and Helbing modelled traffic flow according to fluid-dynamic principles, considering vehicle flow rates rather than individual vehicle velocities. It is therefore assumed in their model that all vehicles travel at a constant speed. The traffic environment is described in terms of the length L i , the speed limit V i and the saturation flow rate Q max i of an approach road i incident with an intersection. The necessary traffic dynamics are defined by an arrival rate Q arr i (t) ≤ Q max as well as a departure rate Q dep i (t) ≤ Q max at time t. These quantities represent the numbers of vehicles per unit time that enter and exit the intersection from approach road i, respectively. Using these flow rates, the accumulated number N exp i (t) of vehicles expected to travel through the intersection under free-flowing traffic conditions at time t is given by
where L i /V i is the time taken to travel the distance L i along approach road i at a speed V i in free-flowing traffic. Due to traffic congestion, the number of vehicles that have actually departed from approach road i at time t is
Therefore, the difference between N exp i (t) and N dep i (t) is the number of delayed vehicles n i (t), known as the queue length. The setup time is denoted by τ 0 and the remaining setup time experienced by vehicles is denoted by τ (t), where 0 ≤ τ (t) ≤ τ 0 .
The service process can be partitioned into three consecutive phases: A setup time, the time required to clear the vehicle queue and an extended green time that follows after the queue has dissipated. The optimisation strategy implemented by Lämmer and Helbing requires a forecast of the amount of green timeĝ i (t) from the current point in time t that is necessary to clear the queue present along approach road i. The value ofĝ i (t) depends on both the number of queued vehicles n i (t) and the number of vehicles still joining the queue during a period of length τ i (t). The total time taken for the queue to dissipate is t + τ i (t) +ĝ i (t), at which point the total number of vehicles that have arrived at the intersection is equal to the number of vehicles that have departed from the intersection. This gives rise to the conservation of flow law
In this equation,ĝ i (t) is the largest possible solution. The second term on the left-hand side of (2) is the number of vehicles travelling through the intersection at the maximum flow rate, which can also be written as n i (t). This value includes all vehicles that are already waiting in the queue, joining the queue during the setup time, or clearing or arriving in a platoon at the moment the queue has been cleared.
A "pressure" of priority π i (t) is associated with the flow of traffic along approach road i, and green time is awarded to the traffic flow along approach road i if π i is the largest priority value. The goal is to derive a formula for the priority index π i in such a way that the signal switching rule acts to minimise the total waiting time of vehicles in both directions of approach road i. In order to determine whether it is more beneficial to continue a service phase or to service a different flow direction, it is essential that the predicted total waiting timeŵ i (t) of all vehicles from the stop line to the end of the clearing state, be forecast. The predicted total waiting time can be expressed aŝ
where, w i (t) is the waiting time of all vehicles on approach road i up to time t, A i (t) is the waiting time experienced by vehicles during the setup time, and B i (t) is the waiting time incurred by vehicles while the queue is being cleared. It follows from (3) that
As explained in [11] , this expression may be simplified to dŵ i dt = n i (t), if approach road i is not being serviced, 0, during the entire service process of approach road i.
The optimisation approach adopted in the algorithm of Lämmer and Helbing [11] is limited to the expected number of vehicles queued at or approaching the intersection along approach road i and it is assumed that there are only two competing directions. The remaining setup times τ 1 and τ 2 , the expected numbers of vehiclesn 1 andn 2 , and the required green timesĝ 1 andĝ 2 are considered in the optimisation approach. It is furthermore assumed that traffic flow 1 is currently receiving green time. Therefore, there are two options:
1. The algorithm continues to serve traffic flow 1 before switching to traffic flow 2, or 2. the algorithm switches to traffic flow 2 immediately and will return to traffic flow 1 later, at the cost of an additional setup time.
In order to decide which option minimises the total waiting time, the total increase in waiting time for each option is calculated. If the first option is chosen, then traffic flow 1 is served for a total of τ 1 +ĝ 1 seconds. According to (5) , the waiting time experienced by traffic flow 2 increases at a rate ofn 2 , while the waiting time of traffic flow 1 remains constant. Therefore, the total increase in waiting time as a result of selecting the first option, would be (τ 1 +ĝ 1 )n 2 . Alternatively, if the second option were to be chosen, an additional increase of ∆ŵ 1 would be present in the waiting time, which represents the additional setup time required to switch back to traffic flow 1 at a later stage. Traffic flow 2 is served for τ 2 +ĝ 2 seconds, while the waiting time of traffic flow 2 increases at a rate ofn 1 . Thus, the total waiting time experienced by vehicles is ∆ŵ 1 + (τ 2 +ĝ 2 )n 1 . It is therefore beneficial to continue serving traffic flow 1 as long as
This inequality leads to the definitions of the priority indices π 1 and π 2 which are obtained by rewriting (6) as
The first priority index π 1 in (7) depends solely on variables associated with traffic flow 1, whereas the second priority index π 2 exhibits the same dependence on variables related to traffic flow 2, but with an additional term ∆ŵ 1 /n 1 . Hence, the penalty for terminating the current service is given by ∆ŵ σ /n σ , where σ represents the index of the current flow receiving service and lies in the interval (0, τ 0 σ ). Since the penalty is only applied when switching service, the general penalty term τ pen i,σ can be written as
Using (7) and (8), the priority index π i associated with traffic flow i can therefore be expressed as
In (9), π i is related to the number of vehiclesn i that are expected to proceed through the intersection during a period of τ i +ĝ i seconds. The approach associated with the highest priority index value is awarded green time. Local optimisation at each intersection does not necessarily lead to global optimisation of the entire system, as instability in the form of growing queue lengths may occur. In order to combat this instability, a stabilisation strategy is also applied in the algorithm of Lämmer and Helbing.
A traffic control strategy is considered stable if vehicle queues remain bounded at all times. Instability in traffic control occurs when signals switch either too frequently, or not frequently enough, resulting in growing vehicle queues. According to Lämmer and Helbing, if traffic conditions arise such that vehicle queues remain bounded for a fixed-time control, but not for a local optimisation control strategy, then the fixed-time control is potentially superior to the locally optimised control, and the latter is considered unstable.
Maintaining stability in a system is less like a scheduling problem and more a problem of allocating the appropriate amount of green time to minimise total vehicle delay [11] . In order to maintain stability during local optimisation at intersections, a supervisory mechanism was therefore introduced by Lämmer and Helbing. The purpose of this mechanism is to assess the current traffic conditions and ensure that green times are neither too short nor too long in order to avoid growing queue lengths. The following stabilisation rule was suggested by Lämmer and Helbing: Let Ω be the set of traffic flows chosen by the supervisory mechanism that require imminent service so as to prevent instability. It is assumed that the traffic flow along approach road i joins the set Ω once the capacity of approach road i has reached a critical number of vehicles, denoted by n crit i . The parameter n crit i is specified such that the following two safety requirements are met:
1. Each traffic flow must be served once, on average, within a desired interval of length Z, and 2. each traffic flow must be served at least once within a maximum service interval of length Z max , such that Z max ≥ Z.
In the above requirements, Z is the cycle time of an associated stable, fixed-time control programme and Z max is the maximum red time that a traffic flow can experience. The anticipated service interval z i (t) of traffic flow i consists of the setup time, the preceding red time and the anticipated green time, i.e. z i (t) = τ 0 i + r i +ĝ i . Assuming that the average arrival rate of vehicles, cycle lengths and green times of a stable, fixed-time control programme are given, a threshold function for n crit i can be derived as
This function meets the first requirement above, since when z i (t) = Z (the anticipated service interval has the same length as the desired service interval), the number of vehicles expected to arrive is Q arr i (t)Z. The second requirement is also met, because when z i (t) ≥ Z max (the anticipated service interval is at least as large as the maximum red time), n crit i (z i (t)) ≤ 0. Once an approach has been classified as critical (i.e. if n i (t) ≥ n crit i (z i (t))), the approach is added to the set Ω. The first element in Ω is the first to receive service and continues to receive service until the queue has dissipated, or until the traffic flow receives a green time duration that would be awarded by a fixed-time control programme, which is equivalent to
While Ω is nonempty, the stabilisation strategy is implemented and the necessary flow receives green time. When Ω is empty, however, the optimisation strategy described above is followed according to the priority indices π 1 and π 2 .
In summary, the index of the road section receiving service according to the two strategies described above is given by
When Ω = ∅, the optimisation strategy is implemented, which aims to minimise vehicle delay by serving the approaching vehicles as fast as possible. When, on the other hand, Ω = ∅, the stabilisation strategy takes over in order to avoid the situation where queues grow too long and exceed the threshold n crit i . Therefore, the optimisation strategy has full control of the system, unless it becomes unstable, in which case the stabilisation strategy is implemented in order to regain stability and allow the optimisation strategy once again to commence.
The O-TSCA of Einhorn
Whereas the functioning of the algorithm of Lämmer and Helbing [11] was based on entire approach roads incident with intersections, the working of the O-TSCA of Einhorn [3] is based on a disaggregation of the traffic flows along each approach road into its individual lanes. Each such approach lane is, furthermore, associated with a unique exit lane, which is the lane a vehicle in the corresponding entry lane would enter upon passing through the intersection.
Let α i be the length of approach lane i along a road incident with an intersection and let j denote the effective length of vehicle j travelling along that lane, which is determined by summing the physical length of the vehicle and a safety gap that is always maintained between stationary vehicles. The demand δ i (t) associated with approach lane i measures the amount of space occupied along the lane and is calculated by determining the number of approaching vehicles along lane i and summing over their effective lengths, i.e. δ i (t) = j∈C i (t)ˆ j , where C i (t) is the set of all vehicles along approach lane i at time t. The availability ω i (t) associated with approach lane i represents the effective space along the corresponding exit lane i that is available for vehicles to occupy, i.e. ω i (t) = α i − δ i (t). The pressure π i (t) exerted by approach lane i at the intersection at time t is expressed as the sum of demand and availability associated with lane i at time t. In other words,
This pressure is used in the O-TSCA to determine which intersection approach should receive service. The O-TSCA also calculates a throughput for each lane, which is the sum of the effective lengths of the vehicles that have travelled through the intersection. The throughput, denoted by θ i (t), provides an indication of the total space occupied by these vehicles.
In order to determine the pressure of a phase m over all the approach lanes that receive service during the phase, the pressuresπ i (t) are summed over all the approach lanes i receiving service during phase m. The total pressure for phase m is therefore given by Π m (t) = i∈Umπ i (t), where U m is the set of all approach lanes receiving service during phase m. The total pressure for each phase is calculated and the phase with the largest pressure is awarded service. If phase m is selected for service at time t * , the following two variables are stored by the O-TSCA: First, the demand, given by ∆ m = i∈Um δ i (t * ), and secondly, the availability, given by Ω m = i∈Um ω i (t * ). Phase m continues to receive service until
Inequality (13) ensures that phase m receives service until the total throughput of lanes served during phase m is equal to or larger than the total demand of all lanes served during phase m. In other words, it ensures that all vehicles initially requiring service, are served. Inequality (14) requires that phase m receives service until the total throughput of the lanes served during phase m is equal to or larger than the total availability of the lanes served during phase m. In other words, this constraint ensures that the space required by vehicles receiving service along approach lane i does not exceed the amount of available space along the corresponding exit lane i .
Once condition (13) or condition (14) holds, the O-TSCA recalculates the pressures for each phase and once again awards service to the phase with the largest pressure, which may or may not be the same phase currently receiving service. If, however, service is awarded to a different phase, the throughput θ i (t) is set to zero for all i ∈ U m , where m denotes the phase currently receiving service.
It was noted during the implementation of the O-TSCA that no indication was given in [3] as to the length of approach road considered during the calculation of phase pressures. Einhorn [3] was therefore contacted and it was confirmed that the approach road lengths from the intersection considered in [3] was 275 metres.
The I-TSCA of Einhorn
The I-TSCA makes use of three sets C i (t), Q i (t) and S i (t). First, C i (t) is the set of all vehicles along approach lane i at time t, while Q i (t) is the set of all queued vehicles at time t together with those vehicles that will become queued either behind an existing queue or behind a stop line along approach lane i during a red signal. Finally, S i (t) is the set of all stationary, queued vehicles along approach lane i at time t. Therefore,
The position of vehicle j in a queue along approach lane i at time t is denoted by ij (t); this value indicates how far the vehicle is from the intersection ahead. A queue position function ρ i (t) is employed which provides an indication of how far a vehicle queue reaches upstream along approach lane i at time t. The associated vehicle stopping point in the queue of vehicle j at time t is denoted by µ j = ρ i (t), as depicted in Figure 1 . Using these values, the distance between the position of vehicle j at time t and its future stopping point ρ i (t) is denoted by d j,ρ i (t) . Once a green signal is displayed at an intersection, queued vehicles are assumed to depart from their positions in approach lane i at a constant rate of η i vehicles per second, where η i is the maximum flow rate of Q max i vehicles per second. Assuming the traffic signal ahead of the vehicles is not green and
Each signal cycle is assumed to consist of a set of B green phases as well as the associated B setup times. The green time allocated during a phase m ∈ B is denoted by χ * m , while χ m (t) represents the remaining green time of the phase, where 0 ≤ χ m (t) ≤ χ * m . Similarly, the remaining amount of the total setup time T * m associated with phase m remaining at time t is denoted by T m (t), where 0 ≤ T m (t) ≤ T * m . Using these variables, it is possible to determine whether an approaching vehicle will become queued, and therefore delayed, or travel through the intersection without stopping. If vehicle j is travelling at a speed v j along approach lane i, the time taken for the vehicle to reach the intersection can be determined so as to predict whether it will become queued or not, and if so, the position and stopping point of the vehicle in the queue may be estimated. If the signal is red, this is achieved by calculating the remaining red time, together with the remaining green time required to clear the queue. If, however, the signal is green, then only the green time taken to clear the queue is required. If the time taken for a vehicle to reach the intersection is more than the remaining green time, it will become queued and is thus inserted in Q i (t).
The above decision may be written mathematically as follows: If the current signal is not green and
. If the current signal is green, on the other hand, and
. If the queue is empty, i.e. Q i (t) = ∅, then vehicle j will become queued in the following two cases: First, if the current signal is green and d j,ρ i (t) /v j > χ m (t) or, secondly, if the signal is not green and
The I-TSCA functions by iterating through three main steps. The first of these steps involves calculation of the required green time γ i (t) for approach lane i to clear all the queued vehicles and vehicles that will become queued before the lane receives a green signal, i.e. all vehicles in the set Q i (t). If Q i (t) = ∅, then γ i (t) is the time taken for the first vehicle to pass through the intersection. The required green time is therefore given by
The first condition in (15) is the case in which there are no queued vehicles, but there is at least one vehicle approaching the intersection along approach lane i, and the required green time is the time it will take for that first vehicle to pass through the intersection. The purpose of this condition is to ensure that intersection usage is maximised. The second condition in (15) is the case in which there is at least one queued vehicle, and so the time required to clear the queue is the number of vehicles in the queue, divided by the number of vehicles that depart from the queue per second. The minimum required green time over all the lanes of phase m is chosen, i.e. Γ m (t) = min i∈Um γ i (t). The purpose of this condition is to ensure that if one approach lane has a very large required green time, it does not prevent other lanes requiring shorter green times from receiving service. The rationale behind the third condition in (15) is that if there are no approaching vehicles along an approach lane, then the lane must not receive service.
The second step of the I-TSCA involves calculation of vehicle delays associated with awarding service to a certain phase. Since a vehicle experiences a delay if it becomes queued, it is necessary to predict the length of time over which the vehicle will be queued. Because this value depends on whether approach lane i is receiving service or not, a binary parameter κ i (t) is introduced, where κ i (t) = 0 represents no service, while κ i (t) = 1 indicates that approach lane i is receiving service. Therefore, the delay time experienced by a vehicle j along approach lane i during phase m is
If vehicle j is not queued along approach lane i, the vehicle will not experience a delay and so φ m ij (t) = 0. The first condition in (16) represents the various times associated with receiving service. The sum of the first two terms represents the time taken for the intersection to be cleared, while the last term represents the time taken for the vehicle to reach the intersection. The second condition in (16) contains four terms, the first being the sum of the remaining setup times of the various phases. The second term represents the remaining green time of the phases preceding the green signal. The third and fourth terms are the same as described in the first line of (16).
Let I be the set of all the approach lanes to the intersection. The total cost Φ m (t) of assigning phase m service is determined by summing the delay terms incurred by all vehicles across the approach lanes in I. Therefore, Φ m (t) = i∈I j∈C i (t) φ m ij (t). The different "inventory control" costs associated with the delay time are as follows: A setup cost is calculated by summing the setup time T m (t) for all delayed vehicles. A holding cost is calculated by summing all delay times incurred by vehicles that are not currently receiving service, and a stock-out cost is the sum of the delay times experienced by vehicles whose service is terminated before they can travel through the intersection.
The third and final step of the I-TSCA involves assigning a service time of length Γ m (t) to a specific phase m such that Φ m (t) is a minimum. Once service has been assigned, the I-TSCA continues to recalculate the required green time and total cost, and assigns green time once the current service time Γ m (t) has elapsed. It is possible that after the service time of length Γ m (t) elapses at time t , phase m is once again selected for service, in which case service is not terminated, but is extended for another Γ m (t ) time units.
The Hybrid algorithm of Einhorn
The Hybrid algorithm of Einhorn [3] functions by utilising the contrasting behaviours of the O-TSCA and I-TSCA. The I-TSCA assigns specific green times in advance, while the O-TSCA assigns an infinite green time and switches signals once certain conditions are met. As a result, the I-TSCA and the O-TSCA are implemented slightly differently in the Hybrid algorithm. These algorithms are executed concurrently with an Intersection Utilisation Maximisation Supervisory Mechanism (IUMSM) based on vehicle proximity to the intersection. If there is at least one vehicle within the vehicle's safe following distance of the intersection approach currently receiving service, a proximity variable Ξ is set to a value of 1, otherwise it is assigned a value of 0.
Once a phase has been selected for service, both the I-TSCA and the O-TSCA are executed concurrently, while the amount of green time is decided by the I-TSCA. Since the I-TSCA is associated with faster signal changing, Hybrid waits for the I-TSCA to request a signal change. Once the I-TSCA has requested the signal change (i.e. an extended green time had been calculated and was subsequently rejected by the algorithm), the I-TSCA allows the extended green time (which was rejected) to begin, until either the IUMSM or the O-TSCA also requests a signal change, at which point in time the signals change.
The simulation model test bed
This section contains a discussion on various aspects of the newly designed microscopic traffic simulation model employed in this paper as an algorithmic test bed. The discussion includes general specifications of the gridded road network considered as well as details of the output generated by the model. The statistical method of comparison performed in respect of the output data is also described, and the methodology followed to validate the model is discussed.
General specifications of the modelling framework
The road network topology for which traffic flow simulation replications are reported in this paper is a 3 × 4 grid of equally spaced intersections created in Anylogic 7.3.5 and making use of the Anylogic Road Traffic Library included in the software. The model was validated by making use of real vehicle counts and signal timings recorded at a signalised intersection, as described by Van der Merwe [19] , ensuring that the output of the model generated similar results to those reported in [19] . A section of the road network topology is shown in Figure 2 . Vehicle arrival rates are classified as conforming to either light traffic conditions or heavy traffic conditions. Light traffic conditions refer to vehicle arrivals according to a Poisson distribution at a mean rate of 10 vehicles minute for each road entry into the network. Since there are 14 points of entry into the network, this is equivalent to a mean total arrival rate of 140 vehicles per minute into the road network. Heavy traffic conditions similarly involve mean arrival rates of 20 vehicles per minute, which is equivalent to a mean total arrival rate of 280 vehicles into the road network per minute. Vehicles that travel through the road network are permitted to make at most one turn throughout their respective routes. Vehicles that enter the network from a westerly or an easterly direction have a total of nine possible destinations if the network is orientated as shown in Figure 3(a) . These include four possible left turns, four possible right turns or else travelling straight through the network. If a vehicle is generated to enter from a northerly or southerly direction, it has seven possible destinations, including the three possible left turns, the three possible right turns, or travelling straight through the network without making any turns. An example of this logic is shown in Figure 3(b) . All vehicles perform left or right turns at each intersection with a probability of 5%, while the majority of vehicles do not perform turns.
All vehicles in the model have a length of five metres, and distances between consecutive stationary vehicles are determined by a uniform distribution between one and three metres (Paramics [14] 
Model output
The algorithms of §2 (with the exception of Fixed) all assume the presence of radar vehicle detection equipment mounted at each intersection (we assume the SmartSensor Advance Extended Range radar detection unit [20] as the mode of detection used in the simulation model) which may detect the speed at which vehicles are approaching an intersection as well as their distances from the intersection from up to 275 metres away, in each direction. These data are used in signal switching decisions and in calculating certain output data emanating from the simulation model. Six PMI values are recorded for each algorithm (after a simulation warm-up period equivalent to 1 800 seconds has elapsed) and these are used to compare the relative performance of the algorithms.
The first two PMIs are the mean delay time and the normalised mean delay time experienced by vehicles in the road network. Since the route each vehicle takes is known a priori, the delay time may be calculated by subtracting the ideal travel time of the vehicle (the route distance divided by the preferred speed of the vehicle) from the actual time spent by the vehicle in the network. The normalised mean delay time is calculated by dividing the mean delay time by the distance travelled by the vehicle in order to take into account the distance travelled by the vehicle, since a vehicle that travels farther is more likely to experience a larger delay than a vehicle travelling over a short distance. If, for example, a vehicle achieves a normalised mean delay value of 2.0, this indicates that the vehicle has spent twice as long in the network than it would have, had it travelled unimpeded at its preferred speed the entire way.
The next two PMIs are the mean number of stops and the normalised mean number of stops experienced by vehicles in the road network. The normalised mean number of stops is calculated by dividing the mean number of stops of a vehicle by the number of intersections encountered by the vehicle during its entire route, since a vehicle travelling through more intersections is more likely to experience a larger number of stops. A normalised mean number of stops value of 0.5 indicates, for example, that a vehicle is expected to have stopped at 50% of the intersections it encountered.
The final two PMIs are the mean time vehicles spend travelling slowly (under 10 km/h) and the normalised mean time vehicles spend travelling slowly (under 10 km/h). The latter PMI is calculated by dividing the mean time a vehicle spends travelling under 10km/h by the total time the vehicle spends in the system, in order to capture the average portion of time a vehicle spends travelling unacceptably slowly. A similar comparison experiment was carried out by Einhorn [3] , although different statistical tests and a different simulation model was used. Furthermore, additional PMIs are considered in the comparison of this paper. Initially, the objective was to corroborate the results obtained by Einhorn with a view to verify both models, but once the algorithms had been implemented and run in the simulation model, areas of improvement became apparent in some of the algorithms and these improvements were subsequently implemented. While the actual values obtained for the PMIs cannot be compared directly to those reported by Einhorn due to the different simulation models in which the algorithms were tested, the relative performances of the algorithms are compared to those reported by Einhorn. It is noted, however, that both the results reported here and those reported by Einhorn were obtained based on simulation replications in the context of a 3 × 4 grid of equally spaced intersections, with identical mean arrival rates from all directions, similar vehicle speeds and turning probabilities. Due to these similarities, the results in the simulation experiments were expected to be rather similar to those reported by Einhorn.
Statistical comparison methodology

Simulation model validation
A popular method of simulation model validation entails comparing the simulated output of the model to the output of a real system. This validation approach was adopted, using real data collected for a previous study by Van der Merwe [19] at an isolated traffic intersection in Stellenbosch, a university town in the South African Western Cape. An aerial view of the relevant intersection is shown in Figure 4 . The intersection has four approaches, and consists of twelve approach lanes and six exit lanes. The legal manoeuvres for each lane are as follows: Left-most lanes permit both turning and travelling straight for the horizontal direction (AT and R44), yet only left-turning is permitted for the left lane in the vertical directions (Bird and N1). The centre lane only permits travelling straight for all approaches, while the right-most lane only permits right-turning for all approaches. The first green phase allocates all vehicles travelling from the R44 direction a green signal, and the second green phase assigns all the vehicles travelling along the horizontal direction a green signal (R44 and AT), while right-turning occurs on a permissive basis. The third green phase provides the entire vertical direction with green time, while right-turning vehicles do so on a permissive basis once again. The fourth and final green phase allows protected right-turn phases for vehicles travelling from Bird and N1, while left-turning vehicles from AT and R44 are also permitted to complete their turns. The road approaching from the left is referred to as Adam Tas (AT), the road approaching from the right is referred to as R44, the road approaching from the bottom is referred to as Bird, and the road approaching from the top is referred to as N1.
The number of vehicles passing through the intersection and their associated manoeuvres were recorded by Van der Merwe [19] in fifteen-minute intervals from 06:30 to 18:00 on a Tuesday during school and university term time in order to capture the standard traffic conditions at the signalised intersection. For the purpose of validating the model described in §3.1, the vehicles passing through the intersection were aggregated into eleven onehour periods and one half-hour period (as were their associated manoeuvre probabilities). Similarly, the lengths of the green time phases recorded by Van der Merwe were aggregated into morning, midday and afternoon green times.
The average hourly arrival rates, as well as turning probabilities for each approach, were taken as input data for the simulation model. Each simulation replication was executed for the equivalent of eleven and a half simulation hours, recording output data for each hour, and 30 of these replications were carried out. The average output results of the 30 replications were compared against the actual known values and the absolute errors were recorded. The total simulated number of vehicles passing through the intersection was found to deviate by no more than 2.6% from the actual value (see Table 1 ), indicating that the model calibrated as described in §3.1 accurately represents the real-world system to which it was compared. 
Simulation results for the existing algorithms
The simulation results obtained when testing the algorithms described in §2 with the traffic simulation model test bed of §3 are reported in this section for both light and heavy traffic conditions. The results are presented by means of box plots and accompanying interpretations.
Simulation results under light traffic conditions
For each of the PMIs, a similar trend emerged with respect to the order of the comparative performance of the algorithms at a 95% level of confidence under light traffic conditions, which is clear from box plots of these performances shown in Figure 5 . Gersh was found to perform the best overall, achieving the most favourable outcome for each of the six PMIs. Fixed and Hybrid performed the second most effectively overall, followed by the LH algorithm. The O-TSCA was the second worst performing algorithm in respect of each PMI, followed by I-TSCA which was consistently the worst performing algorithm in terms of each of the PMIs.
The very short green times allocated by the I-TSCA (as short as 3.33 seconds) is the principal cause of the poor performance of the algorithm, often only allowing the front vehicle row to make it through an intersection before a signal change is initiated. The O-TSCA, on the other hand, performed poorly for a contrasting reason: Allocating excessively long green times. It was clear, upon observing the working of the O-TSCA in the simulation model, that the signals switched too infrequently, often causing vehicles to wait unnecessarily long at intersections. Hybrid was able to improve upon both the I-TSCA and the O-TSCA, and this improvement is attributed to the IUMSM, maximising intersection utilisation by switching signals according to the more suitable algorithm at the current time.
A number of differences were found between the results reported in Figure 5 and those reported by Einhorn [3] . One of the most notable differences is the finding in terms of the best performing algorithm in respect of the mean number of stops. Einhorn reported the O-TSCA to have achieved the smallest number of stops under light traffic conditions, followed by Hybrid, whereas the authors found that the O-TSCA was relatively ineffective at preventing vehicle stops. In terms of mean delay time, it was further reported by Einhorn that Hybrid was the most effective algorithm, followed by Gersh, while LH was the worst performing algorithm. In contrast, we found that Gersh is the best performing algorithm under light traffic conditions, followed by LH. It was also reported by Einhorn that Hybrid was the best performing algorithm in terms of normalised mean delay time, significantly outperforming the second best algorithm, Gersh. The opposite is visible in Figure 5 . Finally, LH was the worst performing algorithm overall according to Einhorn, again contradicting the results of Figure 5 , which indicate that the I-TSCA performed the worst overall under light traffic conditions.
Simulation results under heavy traffic conditions
Interestingly, it was found that under heavy traffic conditions the performance of Gersh worsened dramatically in comparison with those of the other five algorithms, which all worsened by a similar margin. The variance in the PMIs associated with Gersh were also significantly larger than it was under light traffic conditions, indicating that there are inconsistencies in the performance of this algorithm under heavy traffic conditions.
In terms of the mean number of stops and the normalised mean number of stops, Gersh went from being the best performing algorithm under light traffic conditions, to being the overall worst under heavy traffic conditions. LH was the superior algorithm in terms of both of these PMIs under heavy traffic conditions, achieving a mean number of stops value of 1.637 (see Figure 6 (c)) and a normalised mean number of stops value of 0.516 (see Figure 6 (d)), thus outperforming Hybrid significantly (achieving corresponding values of 1.936 and 0.599, respectively). Fixed and LH were the best performing algorithms over all the PMIs. The O-TSCA and Hybrid only differed significantly from each other with respect to mean delay time and normalised mean delay time at a statistical significance of 5%, while they performed significantly worse than LH and better than Gersh in terms of all PMIs at this level of significance. When the aforementioned results are compared to those reported by Einhorn [3] for heavy traffic conditions, contradictions were once again found. In terms of mean delay time and normalised mean delay time, Einhorn found that the O-TSCA was the best performing algorithm, followed by Gersh in both cases. This stands in contrast to the findings reported in Figure 6 in which LH is the best performing algorithm and Gersh is the second worst performing algorithm. Einhorn also reported that the O-TSCA was once again the most efficient at preventing vehicle stops, followed by Hybrid. This is contrary to what is reported in Figure 6 .
Simulation result differences
There are a number of possible causes for the surprising differences between the results in Figures 5-6 and those reported by Einhorn [3] , the obvious reason being the use of different simulation models. The behaviours of the algorithms described by Einhorn were in some cases different to what was observed in our simulations. For instance, it was reported by Einhorn that the I-TSCA switched signals frequently (which was the purported reason for its success under light traffic conditions). While it does the same in the authors' simulation model, signals are switched so frequently that often only one vehicle makes it through an intersection at a time. It is speculated that perhaps the simulation model of Einhorn contained vehicles with faster acceleration rates, allowing more vehicles through intersections per unit of time. Supporting evidence for this speculation is offered by the results returned by the fixed control scheme employed by Einhorn. In his fixed control scheme, a value of two seconds was implemented under light traffic flows for each green phase, implying that two seconds would be sufficient to allow at least one vehicle to make it through the intersection in the simulation model of Einhorn, while a minimum of 3.33 seconds is necessary for one initially stationary vehicle to make it through the intersection in our carefully calibrated and validated model. In our simulation model, acceleration and deceleration rates were taken as the realistic values recommended within the Anylogic simulation software environment [1] , as described in §3.1 and corroborated in [14, 18] . While the acceleration and deceleration rates implemented in the model of Einhorn are not known exactly, it is known for certain that those acceleration rates were substantially larger than those employed in our model.
Suggested improvements of the algorithms by Einhorn
Algorithmic shortcomings of three of the algorithms of §2 became clear after observing numerous simulation replications during the performance comparison experiment described in the previous section. These shortcomings may be rectified as described in this section.
The improved O-TSCA
While it is stated in [3] that the O-TSCA is free of parameters, it does, in fact, indirectly make use of a parameter. The algorithm operates according to the detected demand and availability along approach and exit lanes, respectively. The effective "sight" of the algorithm extends 275 metres down each roadway connected to the intersection, as this is the maximum distance over which the assumed mode of detection functions (as described in §3.2). Although the O-TSCA makes use of this maximum distance, it is not necessarily the most suitable distance. It is therefore recommended that this parameter be adjusted according to the road network and current traffic conditions.
One of the characteristics of the O-TSCA is that it does not change signals until every initially detected vehicle along the approach receiving service has successfully travelled through the intersection. While this may be seen as an advantage of the algorithm, it becomes problematic under light traffic conditions when there may be large distances between consecutive approaching vehicles in which case this behaviour may lead to an ineffective use of green time.
There may also be room for improvement of the algorithm in terms of not switching signals if there is a vehicle in very close proximity of the intersection. Since the O-TSCA considers changing signals once the initially detected demand has passed through the intersection, it may happen, as signals are changed, that a vehicle from an approach receiving service that is very close to the intersection is forced to stop. The delay time of this vehicle will be the sum of at least two setup times and the green time received by opposing directions. If, on the other hand, the service were to be extended by a few seconds, the vehicle would not experience additional delay and the other vehicles will each only experience an extra few seconds' delay time.
The original O-TSCA was altered to accommodate the two problematic situations described above. The demand and availability detection length was taken to be 110 metres (the length of the three-lane approach together with the length of the lane merge), while the proximity of vehicles to the intersection that prevent a signal change was varied from 0 to 20 metres. A distance of 10 metres was ultimately chosen for this parameter as it yielded the best results for both light and heavy traffic conditions.
The improved I-TSCA
In contrast to the O-TSCA, the disadvantage of the I-TSCA lies in its switching signals too often, rather than too infrequently. It was found that the majority of the time the initially required green time (before green time extensions) was 3.33 seconds, as this is the time required for a stationary vehicle at the intersection to travel through it. Once this time has elapsed, the I-TSCA calculates a potential extended green time based on the distance between the closest vehicle and the intersection. If the extension is granted, the length of this extension is the minimum time necessary for a vehicle to cross the intersection. This vehicle is often very close to the intersection and does not, in fact, require an extension because if it were travelling at speed, it would make it through the intersection during the amber phase. This is an example of an unnecessary extension. There are, however, also cases where an extension would be preferable, yet is not granted. This is caused when delays are not accurately predicted, which is unavoidable.
The first change recommended for the I-TSCA is applying a minimum green time of 7 seconds to the algorithm [10] in order to prevent it from switching signals after only 3.33 seconds as it commonly does.
Another recommended alteration of the I-TSCA involves the calculation of the extended green time. The algorithm considers the shortest time required by a vehicle to cross the intersection and calculates a cost based on that time. This means that if a greentime extension is allowed, it will only be long enough to ensure that the single closest vehicle makes it through the intersection, resulting in an increment of the delay time of all vehicles queued in the opposing direction, corresponding to the green time extension that was awarded.
Rather than basing this calculation on the vehicle closest to the intersection, it is recommended that vehicles further away are considered as well. In particular, vehicles on the three-lane approach road section to the intersection that are furthest from the intersection should also be considered. In this case, required green times should be calculated based on vehicles that are up to 95 metres (the length of the three-lane approach road) away from the intersection.
An example of the I-TSCA switching signals prematurely is shown in Figure 7 . The variables H3greenActual Inv and V3greenActual Inv indicate the most recent horizontal and vertical green times employed at the intersection. The horizontal direction only received 3.33 seconds of green time before the signal was terminated and it is clear from the figure that there are a number of other vehicles requiring service that are forced to wait for the following cycle(s). These recommendations were incorporated into the I-TSCA in order to arrive at an alternative version of the algorithm.
The improved Hybrid algorithm
Since Hybrid is a combination of the two aforementioned algorithms, no additional changes were implemented for this algorithm, other than the indirect changes that occur as a result of the alterations made in the I-TSCA and the O-TSCA, described in §5.1 and §5.2, respectively.
In §4 it was found that Hybrid outperformed or at least matched the performance of both the I-TSCA and the O-TSCA, although its performance is reliant on the performance of these two algorithms. It is therefore expected that if both the I-TSCA and O-TSCA are improved, the Hybrid algorithm should also achieve an improved performance.
Simulation results for altered algorithms
The changes suggested in the previous section were implemented, and the relative performances of the original three algorithms of Einhorn [3] and their altered counterparts described in §5.1- §5.3 are compared in this section. The new algorithmic versions are distinguished from their original counterparts by adding an "(n)" to their original acronyms.
Results under light traffic conditions
A significant improvement in the performance of each of the three self-organising algorithms of Einhorn [3] is evident in Figure 8 as a result of implementing the algorithmic changes suggested in §5. The I-TSCA(n) achieved the largest improvement over all six of the PMIs, including a mean delay time reduction of 13.08 seconds (see Figure 8 (a)) and more than halving the mean number of stops from 0.685 to 0.277 (see Figure 8(c) ). The mean time spent by vehicles travelling under 10 km/h also improved dramatically from 25.56 seconds to 14.34 seconds, an improvement of almost 44%. The I-TSCA(n) was found to switch signals less often than the I-TSCA (due to the minimum green time constraint), yet it still switched signals relatively frequently when necessary, thus maintaining a considerable amount of flexibility. Green time extensions were granted more frequently as a result of the newly required green time calculation in the extension policy, allowing more vehicles to pass through the intersection during a single signal phase, on average. It was also found that when a platoon of vehicles was within the three-lane approach of an intersection, the I-TSCA(n) was likely to grant a green time extension in order to facilitate their uninterrupted passage through the intersection if there was not a large number of closely approaching vehicles from the opposing direction.
The O-TSCA(n) also achieved considerable improvements with respect to all six of the PMIs. The mean delay time of the O-TSCA was improved from 43.11 seconds to 34.85 seconds (see Figure 8 (a)) and its normalised delay from 1.46 to 1.38 (see Figure 8(b) ). The mean number of stops achieved by the O-TSCA(n) halved and the normalised number of stops decreased by over 48% when compared to the corresponding results of the O-TSCA. The mean time spent travelling under 10 km/h improved by 7.70 seconds, from a value of 21.10 to a value of 13.40 (see Figure 8 (e)).
Hybrid(n) achieved the smallest improvement comparatively, although it is still a considerable improvement. This is not surprising, as Hybrid was already the superior algorithm out of the three algorithms proposed by Einhorn before any algorithmic alterations were made. It would therefore be more difficult to improve upon the performance of this algorithm as much as on those of the I-TSCA(n) and the O-TSCA(n). Hybrid(n) achieved a mean delay of 36.01 seconds, a 5.66 second improvement over Hybrid (see Figure 8(a) ).
In terms of the mean number of stops and the mean time spent travelling under 10 km/h, the results of Hybrid were improved upon by 38% and 24%, respectively.
Before any changes were made to Hybrid, it utilised the contrasting elements of the green time allocation by the I-TSCA and the O-TSCA green time allocation to outperform each of the individual algorithms. After the changes to the I-TSCA and O-TSCA were implemented, the green times of the I-TSCA(n) were longer than before, while the green times of the O-TSCA(n) were shorter than before, resulting in the situation where Hybrid(n) does not follow the same approach any more.
Results under heavy traffic conditions
As was the case under light traffic conditions, all three algorithms proposed by Einhorn [3] were improved with respect to the six PMIs under heavy traffic conditions as a result of the algorithmic changes recommended in §5, as may be seen in Figure 9 . The I-TSCA(n) once again achieved the largest overall improvement, including a 15.36 second reduction in mean delay time from a value of 82.28 seconds to a mean value of 66.92 seconds (see Figure 9 (a)) as well as a 30% reduction in the mean number of stops made (see Figure 9 (c)). A 13.06 second improvement of the results of the I-TSCA(n) was observed in terms of the mean time spent travelling under 10 km/h over the corresponding results of the I-TSCA, achieving a value of 35.38 seconds (see Figure 9 (e)) -an indication that the average time a vehicle spends travelling unacceptably slowly is reduced by 64%. The extremely fast switching of the I-TSCA was the principal cause for the poor performance it exhibited before implementation of the changes recommended in §5, particularly under heavy traffic conditions. The longer green times resulting from the changes are the reason for the large improvement in the algorithm's performance.
The O-TSCA(n) achieved a smaller improvement over the O-TSCA under heavy traffic conditions than it did under light traffic conditions. The reason for this is that the O-TSCA is, in principle, better suited for heavy traffic conditions (due to its longer green times). The change resulting from considering a smaller section of road, therefore, did not yield such a large performance improvement, as the longer green times are better suited to heavy traffic conditions. The largest improvement of the O-TSCA(n) was in respect of the mean number of stops and normalised mean number of stops, improving in both these PMIs by just over 22% (see The performance of Hybrid(n) was again improved the least out of the three algorithms proposed by Einhorn, although the improvement is still significant at a 95% level of confidence. The mean delay and the time spent travelling under 10 km/h improved by 4.42 and 3.74 seconds, respectively, while the mean number of stops was reduced by just over 9% in comparison with the original Hybrid.
A new algorithm based on vehicle platoons
Our newly proposed Vehicle Platoon Traffic Signal Control Algorithm (VP-TSCA) is a self-organising, adaptive algorithm that clusters vehicles along an intersection approach into a number of groups called platoons. The algorithm attempts to switch traffic signals so as not to separate platoons of vehicles travelling through an intersection when the distance between consecutive vehicles is less than a certain threshold. This algorithm is not predictive, but instead makes use of local, real-time traffic information pertaining to the relevant intersection.
The level of traffic congestion on an approach road is defined as the proportion of the approach road length actually occupied by vehicles. This level of traffic congestion is denoted by x ∈ [0, 1]. A so-called within-platoon threshold distance, denoted by D, is defined as the largest possible distance between two vehicles which admits platoon formation or clustering in which the two vehicles occupy the same platoon or cluster. The variables x and D are expected to be related to one another in an inversely proportional manner, because:
1. Lighter traffic conditions should result in the adoption of large within-platoon threshold distances as vehicles are more sparsely located along an approach road under such conditions, in which case it should be advantageous to cluster them together in order to promote the formation of a platoon. 2. Heavier traffic conditions should result in the adoption of small within-platoon threshold distances in order to avoid the formation of extremely large platoons which may, in turn, give rise to excessively long waiting times for conflicting traffic streams.
Perhaps the simplest functional form for such an inversely proportional relationship is
where a > 0 is a constant of proportionality and b ≥ 0 is an offset constant. Assuming this relationship, it follows that D → ∞ as x → 0. This would seem reasonable, since enforcing a finite upper bound on the platoon formation distance between vehicles seems unnecessary in the case where there are virtually no vehicles present on an approach road, as they should all form part of the same platoon. If, on the other hand, x → 1, then it follows that D → a + b. The purpose of the offset constant b is to facilitate the imposition of a finite lower bound a + b on the within-platoon threshold distance under heavy traffic conditions which is independent of the rate a of the proportional decrease in D as x increases. Extensive numerical simulation experiments suggested that good values of the constants in (17) are a = 2 metres and b = 10 metres for the gridded road network considered in this paper. Thus, the relationship between the within-clustering threshold distance and level of traffic congestion becomes
The VP-TSCA comprises three main components. The first is a spillback prevention mechanism which ensures that vehicle queues never back up into neighbouring intersections. This is enforced by monitoring slow-moving vehicles along the intersection exit lanes that are within close proximity of the intersection. Let these vehicles belong to the set E m , where m is the phase that is currently being served.
The second component of the algorithm involves determination of the level of traffic congestion and thus the within-platoon threshold distance. The level of traffic congestion for a signal phase m is denoted by x m and is calculated by dividing the sum of the effective approach road lengths occupied by vehicles along approaches served during phase m, by the total length L m of the approach road. Thus,
where C m denotes the ordered set of approaching vehicles andˆ j denotes the length of an approaching vehicle j. Once the road saturation x m has been determined, the withinplatoon threshold distance may then be calculated according to (18) .
The third component of the algorithm is concerned with partitioning vehicles into platoons determined by the aforementioned within-platoon threshold distance during a phase m. At the start of phase m, a set P m is defined to contain all the vehicles that form the initial platoon to be served.
Simulation results for new and improved algorithms
The performances of I-TSCA(n), O-TSCA(n) and Hybrid(n) of §5 are compared in this section with those of Fixed, Gersh, LH, and the novel VP-TSCA.
Simulation results under light traffic conditions
The O-TSCA(n) significantly outperformed the other six algorithms in terms of mean delay and normalised mean delay under light traffic conditions, obtaining values of 34.85 seconds and 1.376, respectively, as shown in Figures 10(a) and 10(b) . The next best performing algorithm in respect of both these PMIs was Hybrid(n), which obtained corresponding values of 36.01 seconds and 1.388, respectively, followed by the I-TSCA(n) and Gersh, which did not differ significantly from one another in terms of these PMIs. The VP-TSCA achieved corresponding values of 37.69 and 1.405, which are respectively 11% and 3% improvements over LH which was statistically the worst performing algorithm in respect of these two PMIs. Fixed achieved a relatively average result of 38.99 seconds mean delay time, with a normalised value of 1.419. .5% of the intersections that they encounter, suggesting that effective signal switching coordination was achieved at adjacent intersections. Gersh was the second best performing algorithm in terms of the mean number of stops and the normalised mean number of stops made by vehicles, achieving values of 0.219 and 0.069, respectively, which amounts to 14.45% and 15.85% reductions of the results achieved by Hybrid(n) -the next best performing algorithm. Fixed and LH once again performed poorly with respect to these two PMIs as they failed to achieve good coordination between consecutive intersections.
The O-TSCA(n) and Hybrid(n) outperformed the other five algorithms in terms of the mean time a vehicle spends travelling under 10 km/h and the normalised mean time a vehicle spends travelling under 10 km/h, while they did not differ significantly from one another in terms of these PMIs (see Figures 10(e) and 10(f) ). The VP-TSCA achieved a relatively average result in terms of mean time spent travelling under 10 km/h, returning a value of 14.29. The VP-TSCA obtained a value of 0.1015 in terms of normalised mean time spent under 10 km/h, outperforming both Fixed and LH, but not differing from the I-TSCA(n) at a 5% level of significance.
There is not an obviously superior algorithm in the scenario of light traffic as there was not a single algorithm that performed the best over all six PMIs, and the PMIs cannot be ranked according to importance as the relative importance of the PMIs is subjective to road users. It can, however, be claimed that Fixed and LH were statistically the two worst performing algorithms under light traffic conditions. The other five algorithms performed comparatively well, but the VP-TSCA and O-TSCA(n) were the best performing algorithms in respect of certain PMIs under light traffic conditions.
Simulation results under heavy traffic conditions
Fixed achieved the best results in terms of mean delay under heavy traffic conditions, significantly outperforming the VP-TSCA, LH, Hybrid(n), the I-TSCA(n), the O-TSCA(n) and Gersh by margins of 14%, 15%, 15%, 16%, 18% and 34%, respectively, as may be seen in Figures 11(a) and 11(b) . The VP-TSCA, LH, Hybrid(n) and the I-TSCA(n) were found to perform similarly in respect of these PMIs at a 5% level of significance and all significantly outperformed O-TSCA(n) and Gersh. Gersh is very clearly the worst performing algorithm in respect of mean delay time and normalised mean delay time, as shown in It is concluded that Gersh is the overall worst performing algorithm under heavy traffic conditions, obtaining the largest values across all six PMIs, as may be seen in Figure  11 . This is as a result of the long green times that Gersh employs. Fixed and LH are statistically the best performing algorithms under heavy traffic conditions, obtaining the best PMI values overall.
Conclusion
From the results reported in §5 it is clear that the O-TSCA and Hybrid were outperformed by Gersh under light traffic conditions in respect of every PMI, and were outperformed by Fixed and LH under heavy traffic conditions in respect of every PMI. These findings do not corroborate the conclusions drawn by Einhorn [3] , who found that the O-TSCA achieved the most desirable PMI values in a 3 × 4 grid topology, followed by Hybrid. A possible reason for this may be the different simulation models that were used as test beds, although the authors' model was purposefully designed to resemble the model by Einhorn as closely as possible. We have confidence in our model, however, due to the validation procedure to which it was subjected, as described in §3.4.
Once the algorithms had been implemented in our simulation model, certain shortcomings of the three algorithms of Einhorn became apparent. These shortcomings were addressed and the algorithms were modified within the simulation framework. The results obtained by these modified algorithms were compared with those of their original counterparts and it was found they had been improved upon by a large margin at a 95% level of confidence.
Finally, a new self-organising algorithm was proposed in §7, called the VP-TSCA. The performances of this algorithm and those of the three improved algorithms were then compared with the performances of LH and Gersh. The VP-TSCA and the O-TSCA(n) were found to achieve the best results comparatively, in terms of good PMI values under light traffic conditions, while under heavy traffic conditions Fixed was found to be the best performing algorithm, as expected. Under light traffic conditions it is therefore suggested that the VP-TSCA or O-TSCA(n) be considered for implementation, while Fixed should be considered for implementation in areas of heavy traffic congestion.
Future work
All the algorithms considered in this paper have only been tested within the context of a 3 × 4 grid of intersections. It is, however, suggested that larger grids also be considered in order to test how well each of the five self-organising algorithms scale.
The results reported in this study may be validated by implementing the same experiments in another simulation software model in order to test whether similar results are obtained.
The gridded transportation network considered in this paper is a hypothetical road network. It is therefore suggested that the algorithms be compared in a simulation model of an existing road network, together with real vehicle flow rates experienced in that network, so that the algorithms may be compared in a real-world context.
